Update Pack History
SchoolLeader Version 9.2
Build 9.2.x - First Released February 2014
The following document details fixes and enhancements that have been delivered since the
completion of Beta Testing and first release.
If you are experiencing any problems, check the Build Version you are currently running by going to
HELP on the main menu of FrontDesk Manager and determining the number after 9.2.xxx. Review
this document to see if your problem has been addressed in a newer Build version.
If your concerns are already addressed here, update to the latest version. If not, please contact
Kressa Software Support at 800 858-8570 (option 1)

9.2.101
6/19/2015
9.2.100
6/15/2015

1. Fixed: Activity Transportation Roster displays a progress bar during report creation but it
never disappears from the screen.
1. Fixed: Employee Folder – Attendance tab would deny access without Employee Wage
access permissions even if no wage info was displayed. Now Employee access only will be
sufficient to view the tab and its data.
2. Fixed: Changes in Guardian contact info does not trigger an KRK Parent Portal event to get
queued if done from the Relationship window. Changes from the Guardian Folder worked.

9.2.99
6/09/2015

1. Fixed: Performing Group classroom reassignments when using the KRK Parent Portal caused
a fatal error and a stop.
2. Fixed: Selecting the CRM Customer Inquiry option from the shortcut bar gave an incorrect
message that this feature was not available.

9.2.96
4/19/2015

1. Updated: Added a new warning message when posting Third Party Payments without
selecting a designated subsidy guardian. The message will remind you that SchoolLeader will
allocate the payment randomly if you don’t specify.
2. Fixed: When jumping to the Payment Register from a Student or Guardian Folder, the
Payment Register now correctly opens with that account displayed and activity showing for
the current week.
3. Fixed: Alarms for medication administration will properly trigger on the last day of the
scheduled administration period.
4. Updated: When the administrator triggers a full sign-out of all students at CheckPoint. The
“Logged by” entry will now also include the name of the CheckPoint computer. This can be
helpful for those who have multiple Checkpoints running at satellite locations.

9.2.94

1. Fixed: A recent update introduced a flaw that allowed a User to inadvertently book a charge

4/10/2015

without assigning an account code. That has been corrected
2. Fixed: A follow-up sync of KRK Parent Portal data excluded Guardians who were already
loaded to the portal. This has been corrected.

3. Fixed: You can sometimes post charges to non-primary Guardian accounts (e.g.
Grandparent). This should not be allowed and has been corrected.
9.2.92
1: Added compatibility for new Windows Components delivered by Microsoft via automatic
4/4/2015
Windows Updates this week. Can cause database connection issues for cloud customers.
SMO, DOM, and DAC packages updated to latest versions.
9.2.90
1. Fixed: Guardian events don't get sent to KRK PP. This was a problem for customers using
10/18/2015 Build 86 only.
9.2.89
1. Fixed: When setting a person "Inactive" in the Customer Relations Folder, you will receive
3/30/2015 an error if you try to save the change. This has now been corrected.
9.2.87
1. Minor fix for KRK Parent Portal connector to prevent errors that occur when user deletes a
3/11/2015 student after adding them, but the PP hasn't had a chance to even process the 'add' yet.
9.2.85
1. Changes to Login process to help reduce access failures for Cloud based databases
2/22/2015
9.2.84
1. Classroom Roster (With Attendance Overlay) threw an error when asking to include
2/17/2015 Suspended Students. This has now been corrected.
9.2.83
1. Fix for KRK Parent Portal. Deletion of Guardians will not throw an error anymore if Parent
2/4/2015
was already deleted on the PP side.
9.2.81
1. Fixes flaw in Login window which causes Cloud database users to get locked out if switching
12/4/2014 back to local hosted database.
9.2.80
1. Fixes flaw in Login window which causes Cloud database users to get locked out if switching
11/25/2014 back to local hosted database.
9.2.79
1. Some users report intermittent “DTC” errors occurring on CheckPoint. This was found to
11/11/2014 be due to the Distributed Transaction Coordinator in Windows® failing. This version of
SchoolLeader tries to avoid the issue by avoiding the use of the Windows DTC service.
2. Blank records in the KRK Parent Portal connector will no longer get created.
3. New memory "flush" process added to Biometric sync process to ensure no remnant data is
left behind to cause out-of-memory errors
4. Fixed flaws that caused Timer alerts for tasks to sometimes not trigger on Windows 7 PC's
5. Fixed flaw causing a hard error at CheckPoint when student was checked in outside their
allowed schedule
9.2.76
1. Some users report intermittent “DTC” errors occurring on CheckPoint. This was found to
10/18/2014 be due to the Distributed Transaction Coordinator in Windows® failing. This version of
SchoolLeader tries to avoid the issue by avoiding the use of the Windows DTC service.
9.2.75
1. The prompt to transmit Deposits to QuickBooks does not always appear and you must
10/10/2014 initiate the transmission from the main menu. This has not been corrected and you will
receive the prompt after the deposit batch is closed.
2. Further improvements to help "self recovery" of Cloud Server connection issues. These
continuing changes improve the customer experience and reduce the need for SchoolLeader
involvement with database restarts.

3. Improved handling of connection issues to Cloud Servers after users Internet is dropped
9.2.71
9/16/2014

1. Some sound files needed by CheckPoint were missing from recent installation programs.
This Build includes those sound files again.
2. When performing group emails for Account Statements, customers with no activity will no
longer receive a blank PDF file attachment.
3. Damaged cloud database logins, caused by unexpected internet drops at the client site, will
now "self-heal" and not require intervention by SchoolLeader Support.
4. Disenrollment and Suspension events were not properly being recorded in the Event logs.
This has now been corrected.

9.2.70
9/8/2014

1. When using the FIND... button on the Guardian, Student, Employee, folders, to find ID
Numbers rather than names, the search routine would sometimes return the wrong entry.
This has been corrected.
2. When jumping to a Student Folder from a Guardian Folder using the "View Student" button,
the Student would not be displayed if they were a long ago disenrolled student. The same
problem would occur if going from the Student Folder to find an inactive Guardian. This has
now been corrected.

9.2.69
8/22/2014

1. Improved error reporting from KRK Parent Porta
2. Correct a flaw in automatic Enrollment Fee postings that caused the Activity Date to be null.

9.2.68
8/15/2014

1. Azure Cloud service updated to v2.3
2. Fix for KRK Parent Portal to handle deleted classrooms

9.2.65
8/2/2014

1. Changing student enrollment status is now transmitted to the KRK Parent Portal correctly.
2. Report Manager correctly blocks printing of reports user is not authorized to view.

9.2.64
7/24/2014
9.2.60
7/17/2014

1. Reversing a payment after Escrow is posted is now allowed.
1. Converting Customer Relations into Student and Guardian folders resulted in errors under
certain conditions. This has been corrected.
2. Payment receipts for credit card payments now print as expected.

9.2.57
6/27/2014

1. Fixed problem with Roster reports which caused suspended students to always be excluded
even when the "Include Suspended Students" option was checked.
2. Fixed problem causing Contact Manager to fail when building email lists. This was a recent
flaw introduced in the last Build.

3. CRM downloads from Childcare CRM connector work correctly now when selecting more
than one family for import at the same time
9.2.52
6/11/2014

1.Fixed problem with saving Guardian relations that would sometimes cause Distributed
Transaction Coordinator (DTC) errors.
2.NEW: Contact Manager now can generate mail lists for Customer Relations being worked
from the CRM folder.

9.2.50
5/28/2014

1. Fixes and enhancements for KRK Parent Portal interface
2. Batch Deposit window refreshes and displays newly opened batch in all situations now
3. Enhancements made to interface with Digital Persona biometric scanners which will
improve performance and reduce crashes.
4. Enhancements made to interface with ZKAccess biometric scanners which will improve
performance and reduce crashes.
5. When registering a new biometric finger image, you now have the choice of saving to door
scanners immediately, or deferring to later. This can be helpful to save time during busy
hours.
6. Fixed problem causing some cloud based customers to be blocked from logging into their
database.
7. Fixed problem with DBRescue tool which caused errors during initial installations.

9.2.49
5/16/2014

1. Reduced requirements for Screen Resolution and RAM.
2. Direct email option for sending statements now works without need to first preview report
3. NEW: Email Setup Wizard now supports Office365 configurations

9.2.45
5/8/2014

1. Self recovery and database repair processes have been improved for Cloud database
customers.

9.2.43
5/3/2014

1. Biometric scanner window has been improved to be faster and more streamlined when only
registering fingers for exterior door access.

9.2.40
4/28/2014

1. QuickBooks connector licensing error has been corrected.
2. Guardian Balance Viewer no longer displays blanks

9.2.37
4/22/2014

1. SafePASS Manager throws an error when trying to remove Access Points from the list. This
has been corrected.
2. Printing full size receipts from the Receive Payment shows up blank for newer payments
using the latest numbering scheme. This has been corrected.

9.2.36
4/18/2014

1. Printing full sized receipts from the Receive Payment window sometimes caused errors.
This has been corrected.

9.2.30
4/1/2014

1. Video Training videos, previously only available from the Video Training Window, or the
SchoolLeader website, are now available as "Show Me" buttons in and around SchoolLeader.
These buttons are positioned in locations where the information is relevant. They will provide
quick spot training and/or refreshers for the subject at hand.
2. Reports displaying transaction id's have been modified due to the new longer timestamp
format.

9.2.19
3/18/2014

1. Emailing reports from Student folder when there are no legal guardians with emails on file
caused an error that shutdown SchoolLeader. You will now get the appropriate dialog box
allowing you to enter an email address manually.
2. NEW: Until now, Payment Statements produced from the Third Party Sponsor folder include
ALL activity for that Sponsor. Now they will be limited to the Subsidy Guardian you selected
on the screen. if none is selected, the report will still include all activity.
3. UPDATE: Shortcuts for SchoolLeader have been changed to include different app shortcuts
on the desktop and in the Start Menu
4. UPDATE: QuickBooks Connector has been upgraded to latest RSSBus (Version 3.0)
5. Payment History Statements do not print on some printers causing “margin” errors. The
report has been modified to work with all printers and print drivers for displaying

9.2.17
3/11/2014

1. NEW: Guardian and Employee Folders now have ability to send direct text messages to the a
mobile/cell number on file.
2: NEW: Contact Manager (under Reports menu) now has a new "Mailer Type" option titled
"Group Text Message". Selecting this option will allow you to create a group list similar to
emails, mailing labels, etc., and then send a custom entered text message to everyone in that
group.
3. Improved support and stability for the IDTec series of credit card scanners. This will reduce
the chance of failed swipe attempts

9.2.16
3/5/2014

1. Improves support and stability for the IDTec series of credit card scanners. This will reduce
the chance of failed swipe attempts

9.2.10
2/24/2014

1. Fixes for problems related to adding new Students and Guardians.
2. Performance improvements for all Folders

9.2.7
2/20/2014

1. Fixed incompatibility with older databases that resulted in “Integer size” issues reported
when doing tasks related to attendance and accounting
2. Fixed issues with customers being blocked for performing “check now” updates from the
HELP menu

9.2.4
2/5/2014

1. Initial version released for general use

